Audiovisual interactions in binocular rivalry
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When the two eyes are presented with dissimilar images, human observers report alternating percepts—a phenomenon coined binocular rivalry. These perceptual fluctuations reflect competition between the two visual inputs both at monocular and binocular processing stages. Here we investigated the influence of auditory stimulation on the temporal dynamics of binocular rivalry. In three psychophysics experiments, we investigated whether sounds that provide directionally congruent, incongruent, or non-motion information modulate the dominance periods of rivaling visual motion percepts. Visual stimuli were dichoptically presented random-dot kinematograms (RDKs) at different levels of motion coherence. The results show that directional motion sounds rather than auditory input per se influenced the temporal dynamics of binocular rivalry. In all experiments, motion sounds prolonged the dominance periods of the directionally congruent visual motion percept. In contrast, motion sounds abbreviated the suppression periods of the directionally congruent visual motion percepts only when they competed with directionally incongruent percepts. Therefore, analogous to visual contextual effects, auditory motion interacted primarily with consciously perceived visual input rather than visual input suppressed from awareness. Our findings suggest that auditory modulation of perceptual dominance times might be established in a top-down fashion by means of feedback mechanisms.
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Introduction

Behavioral performance can be optimized when information from multiple sensory modalities is integrated into a unified and more reliable percept of our natural environment. For instance, in everyday life, we may more easily perceive an approaching car when combining the complementary auditory and visual cues about its speed or motion direction. Motion detection thresholds for auditory-visual signals are significantly lower for congruent motion signals than for signals that are not matched in location or direction (Meyer, Wuerger, Röhrbein, & Zetzsche, 2005). In humans, motion perception is dominated by the visual sense that usually provides more reliable motion information. Vision can even reverse the perceived direction of a conflicting auditory motion stimulus—a phenomenon coined visual capture (Mateef, Hohnsbein, & Noack, 1985; Soto-Faraco, Lyons, Gazzaniga, Spence, & Kingstone, 2002; Soto-Faraco, Spence, & Kingstone, 2004). However, if the visual stimulus is rendered unreliable, auditory motion can also bias the perception of visual motion direction (Maeda, Kanai, & Shimojo, 2004; Meyer & Wuerger, 2001) and influence the perceived velocity of a moving object (Ecker & Heller, 2005). At the neural level, audiovisual interactions have been shown at multiple hierarchical levels including subcortical regions, primary sensory, and higher order association cortices. In humans, integration of auditory and visual motion signals was found in both visual motion area V5+/hMT+ (Sadaghiani, Maier, & Noppeney, 2009) and “classical” higher order parietal convergence areas (Bremmer et al., 2001).

While the role of auditory signals in disambiguating unreliable (or degraded) visual information is well established, only few studies have investigated multisensory interactions in multistable perception. Can an unambiguous signal from one sensory modality resolve
the conflict between competing percepts or interpretations of incoming signals from another modality? Indeed, visual bistability of 3D rotation percepts induced by a “structure from motion” rotating globe was significantly influenced by concurrent unambiguous tactile motion cues (Blake, Sobel, & James, 2004). Similarly, tactile 3D shape information stabilized congruent visual percepts of the bistable Necker cube (Bruno, Jacomuzzi, Bertamini, & Meyer, 2007). Collectively, these results show that the human brain draws on information from multiple senses to resolve (visual) ambiguities and conflicts in multistable perception.

The present study investigated the influence of auditory signals on the temporal dynamics of binocular rivalry. Binocular rivalry refers to the phenomenon that observers report alternating percepts when the two eyes are presented with dissimilar images. These perceptual fluctuations reflect competition between the two visual inputs, at monocular and binocular processing stages (Bartels & Logothetis, in revision; Blake & Logothetis, 2002). Even though perceptual transitions occur stochastically over time, their temporal dynamics can be modulated by changes in stimulus strength, perceptual or semantic context, and attention (Levelt, 1966; Meng & Tong, 2004; Paffen, Alais, & Verstraten, 2006; van Et, van Boxtel, Parker, & Alais, 2009; van Et, van Dam, & Brouwer, 2005; Wolf & Hochstein, 2007). While increases in stimulus strength, such as contrast, primarily abbreviate suppression phases of a percept (Levelt, 1968), attentional and contextual factors predominantly lengthen its dominance periods (Chong & Blake, 2006)—though this principle is not consistently applicable (Bossink, Stalmieer, & de Weert, 1993; Brascamp, van Et, Noest, Jacobs, & van den Berg, 2006; Mueller & Blake, 1989; Paffen, van der Smaag, te Pas, & Verstraten, 2005).

In terms of neural mechanisms, the currently emerging view attributes binocular rivalry to distributed processes at multiple cortical levels that are susceptible to feedback influence from higher order systems (e.g., attention; Leopold & Logothetis, 1999; Tong, Meng, & Blake, 2006).

Only a few studies have investigated the influence of concurrent auditory signals on the temporal dynamics of rivaling visual percepts. Recently, Kang and Blake (2005) showed that amplitude-modulated sounds increased the dominance times of a flickering relative to a static grating, particularly when sound and visual grating’s contrast oscillated in synchrony. Even though the sound’s effect was considerably smaller relative to well-established effects of visual context (Sobel & Blake, 2002) or focused attention (Chong, Tadin, & Blake, 2005), these findings highlighted the importance of synchrony cues for audio-visual interactions in bistable perception in line with the “temporal” principle of multisensory integration known from non-rivaling perception. A second study (only reported as an abstract by Parker & Alais, 2006) demonstrated that congruent looming sounds that draw on attentional resources enhance the general bias or predominance of a looming (relative to a receding) visual percept. In both previous studies, auditory signals prolonged only the dominance periods of the congruent percept (e.g., looming sounds amplify the predominance of the looming percept) but did not influence its suppression periods or—from an alternative perspective—the dominance periods of the incongruent percept. Among many potential mechanisms, this asymmetry may at least in part be attributed to the predominance of this percept even in the absence of sound (i.e., flickering vs. static gratings; looming vs. receding).

The current study investigated the influence of (i) auditory non-motion or (ii) 3D motion sounds along the horizontal trajectory (e.g., left to right) on the temporal dynamics of rivaling visual motion percepts. In a series of three experiments, observers dichoptically viewed random-dot kinematograms with different motion coherence levels and/or opposite directions. The auditory input could be (i) absent, (ii) non-motion, (iii) congruent, or (iv) incongruent with respect to the direction of the visual motion percept. This experimental paradigm enabled us to address the following questions:

1. Does auditory input per se influence the temporal dynamics of rivaling motion percepts (e.g., slows down or speeds up)?
2. Do auditory motion signals influence and aid resolving the conflict of competing visual motion percepts? Based on previous studies, we expected auditory motion signals to prolong the dominance times of the directionally congruent visual motion percept. In addition, we investigated whether auditory motion signals could also influence the suppression time of a visual motion percept and hence interact with visual processing in the absence of awareness.

**Methods**

**Observers**

Observers in all three experiments had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and reported normal hearing. All had participated in previous rivalry experiments; yet, they were naive with regard to the purpose of this particular experiment except for one observer (VC) who is an author of the manuscript (n.b. her data were not different from the group results). Observers from Experiments 1 and 3 were identical. Observers gave written informed consent to participate in the study, which was approved by the local ethics committee of the University of Tübingen.
Visual stimuli

Visual stimuli were presented dichoptically using a stereoscope consisting of two CRT monitors viewed via angled, silver-coated mirrors. The monitors were independently linearized and run with a resolution of 1024 x 768 at 60 Hz. In all conditions, visual stimuli were random-dot kinematograms (RDKs) showing 100 white dots (38 cd/m²) on a dark background (1.5 cd/m², see Figure 1, modified from Albright, 1984; Britten, Shadlen, Newsome, & Movshon, 1993; Celebrini & Newsome, 1994; Maunsell & Van Essen, 1983; Moutoussis, Keliris, Kourtzi, & Logothetis, 2005; Rees, Friston, & Koch, 2000). Each dot was approximately 0.1° in diameter and had a lifetime of 2 s. The RDKs were presented foveally, contained an isoluminant fixation spot of 0.5 deg of visual angle.

Figure 1. Experimental paradigm, stimuli, and setup. (a) Experiment 1: The two eyes were presented with unidirectional motion of opposite directions at 100% coherence. (b) Experiment 2: The two eyes were presented with alternating motion of opposite directions at 100% coherence. (c) Experiment 3: Eye 1 was presented alternating motion at 60% coherence; eye 2 with random motion at 0% coherence. In all three experiments, the sound was (i) absent, (ii) non-motion, or (iii) directional motion. The arrows indicate the direction of motion of the RDKs. (e, f) Subjects viewed stimuli in a darkened stereo-setup. LE: left eye, RE: right eye. See text for details.
angle and were framed by an isoluminant square aperture of 4 deg in diameter to aid binocular fusion. The viewing distance was 118 cm. Dot speed was 1 deg/s in either a signal or random direction. Signal direction was either left or right horizontal translational motion. Stimulus area and number of dots were identical for all experimental conditions. The level of motion coherence was determined by manipulating the fraction of dots moving coherently in the signal direction at constant speed. A 100% coherence value generates a smoothly drifting field of randomly positioned dots and 0% coherence results in an incoherent “snowstorm” with no directional information (see Moutoussis et al., 2005 for further details). Psychophysical stimuli were created on a PC running Windows XP using the Psychtoolbox Version (Brainard, 1997; Kleiner, Brainard, & Pelli, 2007; http://psychtoolbox.org) running on Matlab 7 (Mathworks, Nantucket, Massachusetts).

Auditory stimuli

To maximize the influence of auditory motion on the visual motion percept, we created a persuasive auditory 3D motion stimulus. Auditory motion perception relies on binaural cues, i.e., interaural amplitude and time differences, and monaural filtering cues due to the pinna shape, head, and torso (for a review, see Blauert, 1983) Previous studies of audiovisual motion integration have often used auditory motion stimuli that were defined only by interaural amplitude (Meyer & Wuerger, 2001) or time difference cues (Alais & Burr, 2004). However, audiovisual motion integration is thought to be facilitated when all three cues are combined leading to precise audiovisual spatiotemporal colocalization (Meyer et al., 2005). Since RDKs do not allow for precise spatiotemporal colocalization, we created auditory motion signals that matched motion direction and duration of the visual stimulus. The auditory motion stimulus was a white noise stimulus moving at constant velocity from left to right or vice versa in 2-s duration following a horizontal trajectory. The auditory motion stimulus combined binaural cues of interaural time and intensity difference and monaural filtering cues based on generalized head-related transfer functions.

The motion sound was created using OpenAL (2005) as implemented into Psychotoolbox 3. OpenAL is a free, open-source, cross-platform 3D audio API (OpenAL 1.1 Specification and Reference) that provides functions to control properties of the auditory motion stimulus such as position, velocity, and motion direction. These parameters determined how the sound traveled through 3D space with reference to the listener (for further reference for the use of OpenAL in psychophysical studies, see Lecuona & Canadas-Quesada, 2009; Perrin, Chavarriaga, Ray, Siegwart, & Milan, 2008).

For the present study, a uniformly distributed random noise signal was played at a sampling rate of 22,050 Hz through a pair of headphones (Sennheiser HD 201). The 3D sound was generated using “Soundblaster XFi” soundcard from Creative Labs. This card supports calculation of the spatialized sound signal in hardware using generalized HRTFs.

Experimental design

In all three experiments, observers dichoptically viewed random-dot kinematograms (RDKs) of translational motion with constant velocity. Across experiments, the RDKs differed with respect to motion coherence and whether or not the motion direction alternated over time. To investigate the influence of auditory input on the temporal dynamics of subjects’ alternating percepts, each experiment included three conditions: (i) no sound, (ii) non-motion sound, and (iii) motion sound along a horizontal trajectory.

Subjects reported their visual percept, while ignoring the concurrent auditory input that was congruent, incongruent, or absent. More specifically, they reported their current percept by holding down one of two buttons and indicated mixed or indeterminate percepts by pressing neither button. These instructions were used to attenuate effects of sound-induced response biases, which are most pronounced during piecemeal periods that do not provide a consistent visual motion signal.

Prior to the main experiment, observers were familiarized with the auditory and visual stimuli and the possible percepts were explained using demonstration stimuli. In a series of practice trials, they indicated the direction of visual and auditory motions to ensure the functionality of the visual and auditory presentation systems. An additional psychophysics study also demonstrated that the motion cues provided by the auditory motion signal are sufficient for reliable discrimination of the direction of the auditory motion (see Supplementary materials for further details).

Observers fixated throughout the experimental blocks. Each experimental block was preceded and followed by a 10-s fixation period. Each observer completed two experimental blocks per condition in each experiment resulting in 6 blocks for Experiments 1 and 2 and 8 blocks for Experiment 3. The order of conditions was counterbalanced for each subject.

Experiment 1

Observers

Ten observers participated in Experiment 1 (age range 22–30 years, mean age 25.8 years, 6 males).

Experimental design

Visual stimulus: Observers dichoptically viewed two RDKs of horizontal translational motion with 100%
coherence level, equal absolute motion velocities, but opposite motion directions. The motion direction of each RDK and the motion velocities were held constant within each 200-s block. For instance, eye 1 was presented with left to right motion and eye 2 with right to left motion throughout the 200-s block. Over blocks, the direction of the visual motion was counterbalanced between the two eyes within subjects.

**Auditory stimulus:** Three sound conditions were included: (i) No sound. The two RDKs were presented in the absence of auditory input. (ii) Non-motion. In the non-motion condition, participants were presented with an auditory stimulus that was similar to the directional motion sound with respect to its physical properties (i.e., white noise) but did not provide any motion information. The non-motion condition tested for overall influences of auditory input on the temporal dynamics of binocular rivalry. (iii) Directional motion sound. In each 200-s block, participants were presented with a sequence of 100 brief (i.e., 2-s duration) sweeps of directional motion sounds that were congruent to one of the two 100% RDKs with respect to motion direction. In other words, within a 200-s block, the auditory motion signal sweeps were unidirectional, congruent with the 100% RDK presented to one eye and incongruent to the 100% RDK presented to the other eye. Over blocks, the direction of the auditory sweeps (i.e., “left to right” vs. “right to left”) and its congruency with the left vs. right eye were counterbalanced within and across subjects.

Observers reported whether they perceived left or right visual motion. Hence, if the percept of a given eye (e.g., left motion) was dominant for an extended temporal period, the observer reported one single percept (e.g., left motion) for that period of time.

**Experiment 2**

**Observers**

Twelve observers participated in Experiment 2 (age range 24–36 years, mean age 27.75 years, 7 males).

**Experimental design**

**Visual stimulus:** Observers dichoptically viewed two RDKs of horizontal translational motion with 100% coherence level, equal absolute motion velocities, but opposite motion directions. Yet, in contrast to Experiment 1, the motion direction of each RDK alternated every 2 s within a 200-s block. For instance, eye 1 was presented with [left–right–left–right...] motion and eye 2 with [right–left–right–left...] motion throughout the 200-s block. Over blocks, the initial direction of the visual motion was counterbalanced between the two eyes within subjects.

**Auditory stimulus:** Three sound conditions were included: (i) No-sound, (ii) non-motion, and (iii) directional motion sound. In each 200-s block, participants were presented with a sequence of 100 brief (i.e., 2-s duration) sweeps of motion sounds of alternating direction. This sequence of [left–right–left...] sweeps was congruent with the motion sequence presented to one eye and hence incongruent to the motion sequence presented to the other eye. Over blocks, the direction of the initial auditory sweep (i.e., left to right or right to left) and its congruency with the left vs. right eye were counterbalanced within subjects.

Observers reported whether they perceived left or right visual motion. Hence, if the percept of a given eye (e.g., left–right–left...) was dominant for an extended temporal period, the observer reported percepts that alternated in motion direction every 2 s (by alternating between pressing the left or right button every 2 s).

Unless otherwise stated, the parameters from Experiment 1 were applied.

**Experiment 3**

**Observers**

Ten observers participated in Experiment 3 (age range 22–30 years, mean age 25.8 years, 6 males).

**Experimental design**

**Visual stimulus:** Observers dichoptically viewed two RDKs, one with 60% horizontal translational motion and another with 0% coherence level. A level of only 60% coherence was used in order to provide a strong directional motion signal while balancing the dominance times of the two RDKs (see Moutoussis et al., 2005 for further details). Similar to Experiment 2, the motion direction of the 60% RDK alternated every 2 s within a 200-s block. Hence, eye 1 was presented with [left–right–left–right...] motion and eye 2 with random motion throughout the 200-s block.

Over blocks, the initial direction of the visual motion was counterbalanced between the two eyes within subjects.

**Auditory stimulus:** Four sound conditions were included: (i) No sound, (ii) non-motion, (iii) congruent directional motion sound, and (iv) incongruent directional motion sound. In conditions (iii) and (iv), participants were presented with a sequence of 100 brief (i.e., 2-s duration) sweeps of auditory motion sounds of alternating direction that were congruent (i.e., condition (iii)) or incongruent (i.e., condition (iv)) with respect to the motion direction of the 60% RDK. Over blocks, the direction of the initial auditory sweep (i.e., left to right or right to left) and its congruency with the left vs. right eye were counterbalanced within subjects.

Observers reported whether they perceived coherent or random visual motion. Hence, if the percept of a given eye (e.g., alternating left–right–left... coherent motion) was dominant for an extended temporal period, the observer...
Results

In all three experiments, we characterized the influence of non-directional and directional sounds on the temporal dynamics of binocular rivalry using two complementary standard measures. (1) Mean perceptual dominance times inform us about the length of the dominance periods of a particular RDK percept during a given block. (2) Cumulative dominance durations refer to the cumulative duration of each percept expressed as the percentage of the total presentation time. Even though the two measures may often provide convergent profiles, they can diverge in some cases. For instance, if subject’s percept frequently alternates between percept 1 and an indeterminate percept, the mean dominance time for percept 1 may be small despite a considerable cumulative dominance time. Conversely, holding the duration of piecemeal periods constant, an increased cumulative dominance time for percept 1 may arise because of longer mean dominance times for percept 1 or shorter dominance times for percept 2 (= suppression times of percept 1). Thus, mean perceptual dominance times and cumulative dominance durations highlight complementary characteristics of the dynamics of binocular rivalry.

To evaluate the effect of directional congruency, the perceptual mean and cumulative dominance times during the motion sound conditions were separated according to whether the visual motion percept was directionally congruent or incongruent with respect to the auditory motion signal.

Experiment 1

In Experiment 1, the two eyes were presented with 100% RDKs of constant velocity and constant yet opposite motion directions. In the auditory motion conditions, the auditory sound was a sequence of 2-s sweeps consistently moving into one direction throughout the entire block (Figures 2 and 3).

Mean perceptual dominance times: A one-way repeated-measures ANOVA with the factor sound (congruent, incongruent, non-motion sound, and no sound) revealed a significant main effect of sound on perceptual dominance times \( (F(3, 27) = 8.01, p < 0.05) \). Post-hoc comparisons (one-tailed \( t \)-tests) demonstrated that the mean dominance times for the congruent visual motion
percept were significantly prolonged relative to the incongruent visual motion percept, the non-motion, and no-sound conditions. The suppression times of the congruent percept (= dominance times of the incongruent motion percept) was not significantly different from the non-motion or no-sound condition. The mean dominance times for non-motion and no-sound conditions were not significantly different (see Table 1).

**Percent cumulative dominance durations**: A one-way repeated-measures ANOVA with the factor sound (congruent, incongruent, non-motion sound, and no sound) revealed a significant main effect of sound ($F(3, 27) = 5.98$, $p < 0.05$). Post-hoc pairwise comparisons (see Table 1) revealed a significant increase in percent cumulative dominance duration for the directionally congruent percept relative to the directionally incongruent percept, the non-motion sound, and no-sound conditions. Further, suppression time of the congruent percept (= dominance of the incongruent percept) was shortened relative to the no-sound condition (non-significant trend: $p = 0.06$).

In summary, sounds without directional signals (i.e., non-motion) did not significantly modulate the mean or percent cumulative dominance times of two rivaling 100% RDK percepts with opposite directions. In contrast, directional motion sounds primarily increased the mean/cumulative dominance times of the directionally congruent motion percept and only slightly decreased its cumulative suppression times relative to the no-sound condition. This profile of dominance/suppression times can alternatively be described from the perspective of the incongruent motion percept, which would then be modulated primarily during its suppression rather than dominance periods. These interpretational ambiguities will be discussed in greater depth later in the manuscript.

**Experiment 2**

In Experiment 1, the effect of motion sound on the dynamics of binocular rivalry may have been attenuated because of differences in the temporal structure between the auditory (discontinuous) and visual (continuous) motion stimuli. While RDKs present translational motion without any interruption over an infinite period of time, a strong auditory motion percept could only be induced by a rapid sequence of brief (2 s) sweeps that were consistently moving into one direction, e.g., left to right throughout the entire 100-s block. To enhance temporal congruity between visual and auditory motion signals, Experiment 2 presents a rapid (i.e., 2 s) alternating sequence of right and left motion “sweeps” in both visual and auditory modalities. Thus, Experiment 2 provides not only congruity of auditory and visual motion directions but also synchronous alternations of motion direction. Temporal synchrony and directional congruity are known as essential cues to enable audiovisual interactions (e.g., see Figure 1b).

**Mean perceptual dominance times**: A one-way repeated-measures ANOVA with the factor sound (congruent, incongruent, non-motion sound, and no sound) revealed a significant main effect of sound direction on perceptual dominance times ($F(2.01, 23.06) = 24.33; p < 0.001$, Huynh–Feldt correction). Post-hoc comparisons (one-tailed $t$-tests) revealed a significant effect of directional congruency. Directional motion sounds increased the mean dominance times of the congruent visual motion percept relative to non-motion sound and no sound. Furthermore, the suppression times of the congruent motion percept (= dominance time of the incongruent motion percept) were decreased relative to the non-motion sound and no-sound conditions (see Table 2).

### Table 1. Experiment 1: Pairwise statistical comparisons of mean dominance times and percent cumulative dominance with congruent/incongruent percepts separated. *Significant difference at $p < 0.05$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Motion-sound incongruent</th>
<th>Non-motion sound</th>
<th>No sound</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean dominance times in seconds</td>
<td>$t = 2.95$, $p &lt; 0.05^*$</td>
<td>$t = 5.48$, $p &lt; 0.05^*$</td>
<td>$t = 2.88$, $p &lt; 0.05^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion-sound congruent</td>
<td>$t = 2.95$, $p &lt; 0.05^*$</td>
<td>$t = 5.48$, $p &lt; 0.05^*$</td>
<td>$t = 2.88$, $p &lt; 0.05^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion-sound incongruent</td>
<td>$t = 0.84$, $p &gt; 0.05$</td>
<td>$t = 1.45$, $p &gt; 0.05$</td>
<td>$t = 1.72$, $p &gt; 0.05$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-motion sound</td>
<td>$t = 2.95$, $p &gt; 0.05$</td>
<td>$t = 5.48$, $p &lt; 0.05^*$</td>
<td>$t = 2.88$, $p &lt; 0.05^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumulative dominance in percent</td>
<td>$t = 3.06$, $p &lt; 0.05^*$</td>
<td>$t = 3.00$, $p &lt; 0.05^*$</td>
<td>$t = 2.40$, $p &lt; 0.05^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion-sound congruent</td>
<td>$t = 3.06$, $p &lt; 0.05^*$</td>
<td>$t = 3.00$, $p &lt; 0.05^*$</td>
<td>$t = 2.40$, $p &lt; 0.05^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion-sound incongruent</td>
<td>$t = 1.10$, $p &gt; 0.05$</td>
<td>$t = 2.17$, $p = 0.06$</td>
<td>$t = 1.40$, $p &gt; 0.05$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-motion sound</td>
<td>$t = 2.95$, $p &gt; 0.05$</td>
<td>$t = 5.48$, $p &lt; 0.05^*$</td>
<td>$t = 2.88$, $p &lt; 0.05^*$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
cumulative dominance times of the directionally congruent motion percept and decreased its mean suppression times (= dominance time of the incongruent percept) relative to the non-motion and no-sound conditions.

Experiment 3

Experiments 1 and 2 demonstrated that motion sounds prolong the mean and cumulative dominance times of directionally congruent RDK percepts. Experiment 1 and particularly Experiment 2 have also provided some evidence for shortened suppression periods of the congruent RDK motion percept. However, these shorter suppression periods of the congruent percept may in fact result from motion sounds reducing the dominance periods of directionally incongruent RDKs. To further disentangle these two interpretations, Experiment 3 presented RDKs at 60% and 0% coherence together with motion sounds that were directionally congruent and incongruent to the 60% RDK. Since 0% RDKs do not entail a direction signal (hence reducing the incongruency between motion sound and 0% RDK), a persistence of abbreviated suppression periods for 60% RDKs that are directionally congruent to the sound would provide further evidence for a true effect of auditory motion signal on the suppressed visual signal. Given the strong congruency effects in Experiment 2, Experiment 3 likewise presented alternating motion directions in both visual and auditory modalities (Figures 6 and 7).

Mean perceptual dominance times: A doubly multivariate repeated-measures ANOVA with the factor auditory signal (congruent motion sound, incongruent motion sound, non-motion sound, no sound) was performed for the two dependent variables mean dominance times of the coherent and random percepts and revealed a significant

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>df:(11)</th>
<th>Motion-sound incongruent</th>
<th>Non-motion sound</th>
<th>No sound</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean dominance times in seconds</td>
<td>$t = 6.16, p &lt; 0.05^*$</td>
<td>$t = 5.32, p &lt; 0.05^*$</td>
<td>$t = 5.39, p &lt; 0.05^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion-sound congruent</td>
<td>$t = 6.01, p &lt; 0.05^*$</td>
<td>$t = 4.61, p &lt; 0.05^*$</td>
<td>$t = 4.84, p &lt; 0.05^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion-sound incongruent</td>
<td>$t = 3.91, p &lt; 0.05^*$</td>
<td>$t = 3.33, p &lt; 0.05^*$</td>
<td>$t = 1.53, p &gt; 0.05$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumulative dominance in percent</td>
<td>$t = 4.44, p &lt; 0.05^*$</td>
<td>$t = 3.93, p &lt; 0.05^*$</td>
<td>$t = 1.69, p &gt; 0.05$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion-sound congruent</td>
<td>$t = 6.16, p &lt; 0.05^*$</td>
<td>$t = 5.32, p &lt; 0.05^*$</td>
<td>$t = 5.39, p &lt; 0.05^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion-sound incongruent</td>
<td>$t = 4.44, p &lt; 0.05^*$</td>
<td>$t = 3.93, p &lt; 0.05^*$</td>
<td>$t = 1.69, p &gt; 0.05$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Experiment 2: Pairwise statistical comparisons of mean dominance times and percent cumulative dominance with congruent/incongruent percepts separated. *Significant difference at $p < 0.05$. 

Figure 4. Experiment 2: Bar plot of mean dominance durations (across subjects mean ± SE). Percepts are color coded: black = congruent percept; light gray = incongruent percept; dark gray = dominance durations averaged across motion percepts of both directions separately for the non-motion and no-sound conditions. *Significant difference in mean dominance time at $p < 0.05$, see Table 2.

Figure 5. Experiment 2: Bar plot of percent cumulative dominance time (across subjects mean ± SE). Percepts are color coded: black = congruent percept; light gray = incongruent percept; white = indeterminate percept; dark gray = dominance durations averaged across motion percepts of both directions separately for the non-motion and no-sound conditions. *Significant difference in percent cumulative dominance time at $p < 0.05$, see Table 2.
main effect of auditory signal ($F(3, 27) = 3.55, p < 0.05$).

This significant result was followed up by two separate repeated-measures ANOVAs for the two dependent variables. As expected, a significant effect of motion direction was revealed only for the coherent percept ($F(2.58, 23.19) = 3.54, p < 0.05$, Huynh–Feldt correction) but not for the random percept ($F(1.44, 12.96) = 0.50, p > 0.05$, Huynh–Feldt correction). Post-hoc pairwise comparisons revealed that congruent motion sound significantly increased the mean dominance time of the congruent visual motion percept relative to the incongruent sound, non-motion sound, and no sound. Comparisons between the directionally incongruent and the non-motion sound and no-sound conditions were not significant.

**Percent cumulative dominance durations:** A doubly multivariate repeated-measures ANOVA with the factor auditory signal (congruent motion sound, incongruent motion sound, non-motion sound, no sound) for the two dependent variables *percent cumulative dominance time of the coherent and random percepts* revealed a significant main effect of motion direction ($F(3, 27) = 4.66, p < 0.05$). This significant result was followed up by two separate repeated-measures ANOVAs for the two dependent variables. As expected, a significant effect of auditory signal was revealed only for the coherent percept ($F(3, 27) = 4.12, p < 0.05$) but not for the random percept ($F(3, 27) = 0.83, p > 0.05$). Post-hoc pairwise comparisons revealed that congruent motion sound significantly increased the percent cumulative dominance duration of the congruent visual motion percept relative to the incongruent sound, non-motion sound, and no sound. Comparisons between the directionally incongruent and the non-motion sound and no-sound conditions were not significant (see Table 3).

**Figure 6.** Experiment 3: Bar plot of mean dominance durations (across subjects mean ± SE). Percepts are color coded: black = coherent motion percept; dark gray = random motion percept. *Significant difference in mean dominance time at $p < 0.05$, see Table 3.

**Figure 7.** Experiment 3: Bar plot of percent cumulative dominance time (across subjects mean ± SE). Percepts are color coded: black = coherent motion percept; dark gray = random motion percept; white = indeterminate percept. *Significant difference in percent cumulative dominance times at $p < 0.05$, see Table 3.

**Discussion**

The current study demonstrates that directional motion sounds—rather than auditory input per se—influence the temporal dynamics of rivaling visual motion perceptions. Motion sounds primarily prolonged the dominance times of the congruent visual motion percept. They also abbreviated those of incongruent motion percepts when they directly competed with a congruent percept.

The role of auditory signals in disambiguating unreliable visual input is well established (Frassinetti, Bolognini, & Ladavas, 2002; Shams, Kamitani, & Shimojo, 2002). In particular, auditory motion input has been shown to influence and bias the perception of visual motion direction if the visual stimulus is rendered unreliable (Meyer & Wuerger, 2001; Sadaghiani et al., 2009). In a series of experiments, we investigated the influence of auditory non-motion and motion signals on the temporal dynamics of rivaling visual motion percepts. Our results suggest that directional congruence of auditory motion rather than the presence of auditory inputs per se influences the temporal dynamics of binocular rivalry. Both mean and percent cumulative dominance times were comparable for “non-motion” and the “no-sound” control conditions.
Figure 1). Taking into account subjects’ reaction times, physical change in Experiment 2 (see Supplementary analyses of perceptual switch probabilities as a function of elevated switch probabilities immediately following a time after a physical direction change demonstrated

Beyond providing synchrony cues, the direction changes & Verstraten, 2005; Wolfe, 1984). Indeed, additional revision; Blake & Fox, 1974; Kanai, Moradi, Shimojo, Westerndorf, & Overton, 1980). Further, several rivalry experiments have demonstrated that transients in the stimuli can induce perceptual switches with or without changes in eye dominance. For instance, when the stimuli were interchanged between the two eyes, subjects may continue seeing with the currently dominant eye with a clear advantage for the eye that is presented with visual motion congruent with respect to the auditory motion. In Experiment 3, the transients had less influence, probably due to the lower motion coherence and the unequal dominance of the random and coherent motion percepts (see Supplementary Figure 2). Thus, both transients as well as steady-state motion information appear to account for our results.

Our results are also related to a recent finding that looming sounds lengthen the dominance times of looming relative to receding visual signals (Parker & Alais, 2006). However, since looming signals are indices for rapidly approaching objects (Maier & Ghazanfar, 2007; Seifritz et al., 2002) and engage attentional resources, the interpretation of auditory looming effects in binocular rivalry is more ambiguous. In fact, to our knowledge, all previous multisensory studies of binocular rivalry have shown sound-induced amplifications of dominance times only for visual percepts that were more dominant already in the absence of an auditory signal, such as the flickering (vs. static) grating and the looming (vs. receding) motion. Presenting observers with visual motion that differs only with respect to motion direction, Experiments 1 and 2 demonstrate that auditory motion can selectively prolong the directionally congruent motion percept even if the two rivaling visual motion percepts were matched with respect to their visual dominance in the absence of sound.

Having established the influence of auditory motion signal on perceptual dominance times, we investigated its effect on the suppression times of the congruent visual motion percept. In particular, we asked whether auditory motion may rescue a directionally congruent, yet “unaware” motion percept from suppression. Recent neurophysiological studies in non-human primates have demonstrated interactions already at the primary cortical level in anesthetized non-human primates indicating that audiovisual interactions do not necessitate awareness (Kayser, Petkov, & Logothetis, 2008). Further, self-generated
actions were able not only to prolong the dominance periods of the congruent visual motion percept but also to abbreviate its suppression periods (Maruya, Yang, & Blake, 2007). Indeed, Experiments 1 and 2 demonstrated that auditory motion did not only prolong the dominance times but also abbreviated the suppression times of the directionally congruent motion percept. However, since in both experiments, the two eyes were presented with motion of opposite directions, we may equally well attribute these findings to a shortening of the dominance times of the incongruent percept. Experiment 3 aimed to disentangle these two interpretations by presenting the two eyes with random and 60% coherent motion that could either be congruent or incongruent with respect to the auditory motion. In this case, the effect of motion sound influenced only the dominance times of the congruent motion percept but not its suppression times. Nor did motion sound influence the dominance or suppression times of the incongruent percept. Interestingly, while the prolonged dominance times of the congruent percept occurred at the cost of the indeterminate percept in Experiment 3, they occurred at the cost of the incongruent percept in Experiment 2. This profile suggests that the neural representation of the incongruent percept is attenuated only in direct competition with a congruent (but not a random) motion percept. Even though the failure of Experiment 3 to reveal any effects of auditory motion on the dominance times of the incongruent motion percept may be attributed to the reduced (60%) level of motion coherence, this explanation is unlikely since the effects on congruent motion in Experiment 3 were larger than those observed in Experiment 2. Instead, the asymmetric effect of auditory motion on congruent and incongruent percepts may reflect the fact that directionally congruent auditory and visual signals are integrated into a unified percept, while directionally incongruent sound is biased toward coherent motion percept in the absence of sound (Breese, 1909; Walker & Powell, 1979). In line with this conjecture, previous audiovisual rivalry experiments with unbalanced percepts (e.g., flickering vs. static gratings or looming vs. receding motion) similarly failed to detect auditory influences on the suppression times of the congruent percept. To further investigate influences of auditory motion on suppression times of the congruent visual motion percept, a future experiment may therefore present the two eyes with 100% coherent and 0% random motion but adjust the contrasts of the two RDKs such that their dominance times are fully matched in the absence of sound.

What are the potential neural mechanisms that mediate auditory influences on rivaling visual motion percepts? Dominant visual stimuli are thought to be processed throughout the same cortical hierarchy that is involved during normal non-rivaling viewing. Thus, auditory motion may influence the dynamics of visual motion percepts at multiple cortical hierarchical levels (Sadaghi, et al., 2009; Soto-Faraco, Kingstone, & Spence, 2003; Soto-Faraco et al., 2004) via (1) genuine multisensory integration, (2) attention, and (3) decisional processes. (1) Over the past decade, multisensory interactions have been shown at multiple cortical levels ranging from primary sensory to higher order association cortices (Bremmer et al., 2001; Kayser et al., 2008; Schroeder & Foxe, 2005; Werner & Noppeney, 2010). Since true multisensory integration breaks down when sensory inputs are brought into conflict, the dominance periods of the congruent visual motion percept may be stabilized by the integration of congruent auditory and visual inputs into a unified percept. Multisensory integration or binding could then be considered a natural extension of the well-established perceptual grouping (Sobel & Blake, 2002) to the multisensory domain and may be related to attentional bottom-up effects. Given that binding within a sensory modality is generally stronger than between sensory modalities, it is not surprising that our multisensory congruency effect of approximately 30% rise in dominance time is smaller than “classical” visual perceptual grouping effects (Sobel & Blake, 2002), which lengthened dominance durations by 40% or more. In addition to “true” multisensory integration, auditory motion may influence the dominance times of rivaling percepts via additional endogenous attentional mechanisms and voluntary control (Chong & Blake, 2006; Chong et al., 2005; Lack, 1978; Maruya et al., 2007; Meng & Tong, 2004). First, motion sound may withdraw attention from the visual stimulus (Allais, Parker, Boxtel, Paffen, & van Ee, 2007; Paffen et al., 2003; Pastukhov & Braun, 2007). However, a “withdrawal mechanism” should generally slow down temporal dynamics and cannot easily explain the congruency-selective effect observed in the current study. Second, a congruent audiovisual motion percept may attract more attention leading to longer dominance times. Though we cannot exclude this effect of attention, it is interesting to note that under non-rivaling conditions incongruent rather than congruent task-irrelevant auditory inputs lead to protracted response times (Adam & Noppeney, 2010; Laurienti, Kraft, Malkdjan, Burdette, & Wallace, 2004; Molholm, Ritter, Javitt, & Foxe, 2004; Noppeney, Josephs, Hocking, Price, & Friston, 2008; Noppeney, Ostwald, & Werner, 2010; Weissman, Warner, & Woldorff, 2004) and increased processing in the frontoparietal attentional system. Third, auditory input has recently been shown to enhance voluntary control and attentional selection in binocular rivalry. However, this auditory-induced attentional selection gain was only observed when subjects attended to the sounds but not when they ignored the auditory input as in our paradigm (van Ee et al., 2009). Collectively, these arguments...
suggest that endogenous top-down attention may not be the primary mechanism but rather amplify auditory influences initiated by genuine audiovisual integration. Finally, changes in dominance and suppression times may be attributed to high-level decisional biases induced by concurrent motion sound. For instance, observers may tend to report rightward motion for piecemeal periods with concurrent rightward sounds. While additional decisional influences cannot be fully excluded, we note that the dissociation of perceptual from decisional effects on subjects’ report is a rather general problem in studies of binocular rivalry.

Collectively, our results suggest that auditory motion may influence the dominance times of the congruent and incongruent percepts via genuine multisensory and attentional mechanisms at multiple levels of the cortical hierarchy: First, motion congruency enables the integration of auditory and visual inputs into a coherent more reliable percept possibly within motion area V5+/hMT+ (Arjen, Singer, & Muckli, 2008; Sadaghiani et al., 2009). Auditory motion signal thus resolves conflict within the visual modality and boosts the congruent visual motion percept analogous to bottom-up attentional mechanisms. Second, higher order endogenous attentional processes may further amplify the auditory influences and prolong the dominance times of the coherent motion percept via top-down or feedback influences (probably from parietal cortices). From a more theoretical perspective, multisensory influences in binocular rivalry are compatible with the idea that the human brain forms one unified and coherent generative model to explain inputs from multiple sensory modalities (Dayan, 1998; Hohwy, Roepstorff, & Friston, 2008; Leopold & Logothetis, 1999).

**Conclusion**

The present study characterized the influence of auditory motion and non-motion signals on the temporal dynamics of rivaling visual motion percepts:

1. Continuous auditory “non-motion” input without prominent temporal structure did not influence the temporal dynamics of rivaling visual motion percepts highlighting the role of spatiotemporal congruency for audiovisual interactions.

2. Auditory motion, even when unattended, prolonged the dominance periods of the congruent visual motion percept and abbreviated its suppression periods to a certain degree (or the dominance periods of the incongruent motion percept).

Our results demonstrate that auditory motion signals assist conflict resolution between the two rivaling visual motion percepts. Auditory motion may influence the dominance times of the congruent and incongruent percepts via genuine multisensory and higher order attentional mechanisms at multiple levels of the cortical hierarchy. From a more theoretical perspective, our results suggest that the temporal dynamics in binocular rivalry is determined by the brain’s attempt to provide one unified interpretation explaining the inputs from all sensory modalities.
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